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Pet grooming kit HomeRunPet HC15

HomeRunPet HC15 Pet Fur Care Kit
HomeRunPet HC15 is a versatile pet fur care kit designed for animals such as dogs and cats. Equipped with numerous attachments and
brushes, this kit provides pet owners with a wide range of options for trimming, grooming, and brushing fur. Additionally, it features a
silicone attachment for giving your pet a relaxing massage.
 
Quiet Operation
Thanks to its very quiet operation at just 45dB, both the pet owner and the pet can relax and strengthen their bond during the massage
with the silicone brush. The two-meter-long hose allows for comfortable positioning for both the pet and the owner.
 
High Performance
The  HomeRunPet  HC15  features  a  pure  copper  motor  capable  of  generating  suction  power  of  up  to  12,000Pa,  effectively  removing
stubborn fur. The device offers three operating modes: Gentle, Standard, and Intensive (for cleaning).
 
Spacious Fur Container
To reduce the frequency of emptying the container, it has a capacity of 1.85 liters. Depending on the size of the pet, the density and type
of  fur,  as  well  as  the  degree  of  shedding,  this  capacity  allows  for  one  to  several  grooming  sessions.  The  container  is  made  of
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smooth-finish plastic with detachable components, making it easy and quick to clean.
 
Say Goodbye to Shedding Nightmares
The HomeRunPet HC15 kit  includes various brushes that,  when attached to the vacuum, allow for  continuous brushing of  the pet and
suction  of  the  collected  fur  into  the  container.  By  pressing  the  gray  button  on  the  brush  head,  its  bristles  retract  into  the  brush,
automatically releasing tangled fur. This is an incredibly convenient solution, especially for pet owners dealing with heavy shedding.
 
Not Just Pet Brushing
The kit also includes a lint brush that enables quick and easy removal of lint from upholstery, carpets, or clothing without leaving traces.
These lint and fur particles are also directly suctioned into the vacuum, eliminating the need to manually remove fur from the brush. For
cleaning tight spaces, a long nozzle is included, making it easy to vacuum crevices in sofas, behind furniture, and more.
 
Precision Trimming
The  HomeRunPet  HC15  features  a  trimmer  that  allows  for  easy  fur  trimming.  With  six  included  attachments  measuring  3mm,  6mm,
9mm, 12mm, 16mm, and 19mm, pet owners can achieve the desired level of precision.
 
Kit Contents
Vacuum Cleaner
Hose
Long Nozzle
Cleaning Brush
Trimmer
Windshield Cover
Trimming Attachments x 6
Lint Brush
Needle Comb
Thinning Comb
Silicone Comb
Storage Bag
User Manual
     
    
    
        
            BrandHomeRunPet
            ModelHC15
            ColorWhite
            Dimensions342 x 219 x 160mm
            Hose Length2140mm
            Trimming Attachment Sizes3mm, 6mm, 9mm, 12mm, 16mm, 19mm
            Rated Voltage220-240V
            Rated Frequency50Hz-60Hz
            Rated Power400W
            Weight3.69kg
            MaterialABS, PC
            Container Capacity1.85L
            Maximum Noise Level
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Preço:

€ 143.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent animal devices
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